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We recently proposed a structural model for the Si!331"-!12!1" surface reconstruction containing silicon
pentamers and adatoms as elementary structural building blocks. Using first-principles density functional
theory we here investigate the stability of a variety of adatom configurations and determine the lowest-energy
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!1" and the adatom-tetramer-interstitial model for Si!110"-!16!2", which shares the same structural building
blocks.
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I. INTRODUCTION
High-index silicon surfaces are of interest not only from a
fundamental point of view, but also as potential substrates for
electronic device fabrication. The reconstructed Si!331"-!12
!1" surface is of particular importance since it is the only
confirmed planar silicon surface with a stable reconstruction
located between the !111" and !110" directions. Due to its
large unit cell and its pronounced structural anisotropy it
represents a promising template for the growth of low-
dimensional heteroepitaxial nanostructures such as quantum
dots and nanowires.1
Since its discovery more than 17 years ago2 several struc-
tural models containing dimers and adatoms as elementary
structural building blocks have been proposed.3,4 We recently
revealed the presence of an additional building block on the
Si!331"-!12!1" surface.5 Using scanning tunneling micros-
copy !STM" we were able to resolve for the first time rows of
pentagon pairs running across the Si!331" surface. Very simi-
lar pentagons were observed earlier on the reconstructed
Si!110" and Ge!110" surfaces.6–8 Inspired by structural ele-
ments encountered on Si!113" and Ge!113" surfaces,9–11 An
et al.6 have proposed an adatom-tetramer-interstitial !ATI"
model for the Si!110"-!16!2" reconstruction containing sili-
con pentamers as building blocks which explain the penta-
gons observed in STM images. The stability of the ATI
model has subsequently been tested theoretically by means
of first-principles total energy calculations.12,13 Based on a
detailed analysis of our experimental results and a compari-
son between the Si!110" and Si!331" surface, we proposed a
structural model for the Si!331"-!12!1" reconstruction con-
taining silicon pentamers as essential building blocks.5
In order to account for the pentagons observed in our
STM images, the model contains two pentamers per !12
!1" unit cell, which saturate a certain number of energeti-
cally unfavorable dangling bonds of the bulk-truncated
Si!331" surface. Some of the remaining dangling bonds are
saturated by simple adatoms. The pentamer positions and
bonding configurations were determined exclusively using
experimental information and by comparing Si!331" to
Si!110" as discussed in detail in Ref. 5. Although the avail-
able body of experimental results allows to narrow down the
location of the adatoms, currently we do not have sufficient
evidence to precisely determine the adatom positions on the
surface solely based on information derived from experi-
ment. In this paper we use first-principles total energy calcu-
lations to determine the precise adatom positions by finding
the lowest-energy configuration among various alternative
adatom configurations.
The paper is organized as follows: after briefly reviewing
the methods used for the calculations, we focus on the bulk-
truncated Si!331" surface and compare its energetics to other
silicon surfaces, which are known to be stabilized by surface
reconstructions. In a second step pentamers are introduced
and the consequences on the total energy are discussed. Then
we consider a variety of candidate adatom configurations and
determine the one with the lowest energy. At the end we
discuss the impact of the remaining dangling bonds on the
total energy.
II. THEORY
A. Computational details
Our results are based on first-principles calculations
within density functional theory !DFT",16,17 using the local-
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density approximation !LDA" for the exchange-correlation
functional.18,19 We adopt a plane-wave basis set and norm-
conserving pseudopotentials, as implemented in the PWSCF
code of the QUANTUM-ESPRESSO suite.20 Pseudopotentials for
silicon and hydrogen are chosen in the von Barth style.21,22
The Si!331" surface was simulated by means of an atomic
slab and a repeated supercell, in order to recover a three-
dimensional periodicity. The slab thickness corresponds to
10 silicon double layers !DLs", and the periodic images are
separated by 9.4 Å of vacuum. Since each bulk DL contains
24 silicon atoms, our supercell counts 240 silicon atoms plus
a number of silicon atoms at the top surface !varying from 0
to 16 depending on the specific reconstruction". The bottom
surface of the slab is hydrogen passivated !with 36 hydrogen
atoms".
Since we are interested in small energy differences, we
adopt strict convergence criteria with respect to both the
kinetic-energy cutoff and the sampling of the surface Bril-
louin zone. In particular, the inclusion of plane waves up to
544 eV !40 Ry" and the use of a xy shifted 3!4!1
Monkhorst-Pack grid23 for the k point sampling allowed us
to ideally compute total energy differences with an accuracy
of the order of 15 meV/supercell. By taking into account the
fact that our relaxed structures still show small residual
forces !see below", we estimate our numerical accuracy on
calculated surface energies to be better than 0.1 meV /Å2.
All structures were optimized till the largest residual force on
the mobile atoms was less than 0.026 eV /Å !0.001 Ry/
Bohr".
The hydrogen atom positions were determined in a first
run by optimizing them on a bulk-terminated slab with fixed
bulklike positions for silicon atoms, with top and bottom
surfaces saturated by hydrogen. In all the following calcula-
tions we have taken hydrogen atomic positions at the bottom
surface as fixed. In a second step, we inspected the decay of
forces in the direction perpendicular to the surface, for a slab
containing a nonrelaxed surface reconstruction. A nearly
force-free bulk region is reached after the five topmost DLs.
Thus, only the topmost five bulk silicon DL were allowed to
relax together with the surface !reconstruction" atoms, where
the inner DLs have been kept fixed. All results presented
below are based on a slab relaxed in this way.
B. Determination of the surface energy
The surface energy Esurf of a double-sided symmetric !s"
slab containing NSi
s silicon atoms can be written as14
Esurf =
1
2
#Etot
Si !NSi
s " − "SiNSi
s $ , !1"
where "Si is the chemical potential of silicon, being simply
the bulk energy per atom at zero temperature. This value can
be obtained from a simple bulk silicon calculation. Etot
Si !NSi
s "
is the total energy of the slab. The factor 1/2 comes from the
fact that there are two identical surfaces. For a nonsymmetric
slab, for which only the bottom surface is saturated by H
atoms, we have
Esurf + Esurf
H
= Etot!NSi,NH" − "SiNSi − "HNH. !2"
Here, Esurf
H is the surface energy of the hydrogen saturated
surface, "H is the chemical potential for the hydrogen atoms,
and Etot!NSi ,NH" is the total energy of the slab whose bottom
surface is saturated by NH hydrogen atoms. Therefore, we
have
Esurf = Etot!NSi,NH" − "SiNSi − "HNH − Esurf
H
. !3"
In order to avoid the determination of "H, we consider the
following: the total energy of the slab can be written as
Etot!NSi,NH" =
1
2
Etot
H !N˜ Si
s
,2NH" +
1
2
Etot
Si !NSi
s " , !4"
where Etot
H is the total energy of a symmetric hydrogen satu-
rated slab and Etot
Si is the total energy of a symmetric slab
containing the surface reconstruction. NSi
s and N˜ Si
s differ only
by the number of atoms used in the surface reconstruction.
The value Etot
H has been calculated in the preliminary run
used for the determination of the hydrogen positions. The
surface energy !per unit area" for the top surface carrying the
surface reconstruction can then be determined using
# = Esurf/A = %Etot!NSi,NH" − 12EtotH − NSiu "Si&/A , !5"
where NSi
u is the number of silicon atoms in the upper !u" half
slab and A the surface area of the slab.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Bulk-truncated surface
In order to define an energy reference for the following
discussion we have determined the surface energy for the
unrelaxed bulk-truncated Si!331" surface shown in Figs. 1!a"
and 1!b". The value of 127.2 meV /Å2 may be compared in
Table I with the values for other surface orientations.
The surface energy of a bulk-truncated surface can be
estimated from the cohesive energy of silicon, which is Ec
=4.6 eV per atom.24 The cohesive energy of a solid is the
energy per atom required to break the atoms of the solid into
isolated atomic species. Since a bond is formed by two atoms
and each silicon atom makes four bonds, the energy required
to break a bond is half the cohesive energy, i.e., Eb
=2.3 eV per bond.25 The surface energy # can now be esti-
mated by multiplying the bond energy Eb by the density of
broken bonds n.26 The latter is the number of dangling bonds
N per surface area A, n=N /A. Thus #=NEb /2A=nEb /2. The
factor 1/2 takes into account that two surfaces are created.
Note that the dangling bond density n is not necessarily
equal to the surface atom density !see values in parenthesis
in Table I". This is due to the fact that a surface atom may
either carry one or two dangling bonds. !111"-like surface
atoms carry a single dangling bond, whereas !100"-like sur-
face atoms carry two dangling bonds #see Figs. 2!a" and 3!a",
respectively, in Ref. 27$. On the !113" surface, both types of
surface atoms coexists, whereas on the !110" and the !331"
surface only !111"-type surface atoms occur #see Fig. 5!a",
6!a", and 7!a", respectively, in Ref. 27$.
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In Table I we summarize estimated and calculated surface
energies of unrelaxed bulk-truncated surfaces for a series of
surface orientations. Although the simple estimate based on
the cohesive energy fails to precisely reproduce the values
determined with the help of first-principles methods, it cor-
rectly reproduces the energy ordering of the various surfaces.
The estimated values tend to underestimate the surface en-
ergy for surfaces containing only !111"-type surface atoms,
whereas they overestimate the surface energy for surfaces
with !100"-type surface atoms. For Si!113", which contains
both types of surface atoms, these two tendencies compen-
sate resulting in the best agreement between estimated and
calculated value.
From the theoretical point of view, the most stable surface
is the one with the lowest surface energy. Consequently only
structural models for the reconstructed surface with a surface
energy lower than the bulk-truncated surface must be consid-
ered. Allowing the bulk-truncated surface to relax and deter-
mining the corresponding surface energy, we obtain an even
more stringent condition on the surface energy for any valid
candidate model. The relaxed structure of the bulk-truncated
Si!331" surface is shown in Fig. 2!a". Note that although the
relaxation was performed within the !12!1" supercell, it did
not break the !1!1" periodicity within our numerical accu-
racy. The surface energy for the relaxed bulk-truncated sur-
face is given in Table II along with the surface energies for
other structures of the Si!331" and Si!110" surface discussed
hereafter. Relaxation of the bulk-truncated Si!331" surface
within the !12!1" unit cell results in a reduction of the
surface energy of 16.3 meV /Å2, a value to be compared
with the corresponding value of 21.3 meV /Å2 for Si!110"
obtained by Stekolnikov et al.13 via relaxation of the bulk-
truncated Si!110" surface within the !16!2" cell.
B. Pentamers
The bulk-truncated Si!331" surface consists of alternating
single and double rows of undercoordinated surface atoms
running along the #1¯10$ direction #black atoms in Fig. 1!a"
and 1!b"$. Each of the 36 !111"-type surface atoms per !12
!1" unit cell carries one dangling bond, which renders the
unreconstructed structure energetically unfavorable.
In our model, 10 out of the 36 dangling bonds are satu-
rated by two silicon pentamers observed as pentagons in
STM images !see inset in Fig. 3". Their integration onto the
bulk-truncated Si!331" surface was discussed in detail in Ref.
[110]
[110]
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b)a) [331]
[116]
[111]
T4 H3 A3 A3
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FIG. 1. !Color online" Side !a"/!c" and top view !b"/!d" of the
unrelaxed bulk-truncated Si!331"-!12!1" surface unit cell/
unrelaxed “pentamers only” model. The bulk directions are given.
In !b"/!d" only the topmost atoms contained within the rectangle in
!a"/!c" are shown. Subsurface atoms are shown in grey, undercoor-
dinated surface atoms in black. Surface atoms forming the pentagon
are called pentamer atoms !red in the online version". In !a" the
Si!111" and Si!110" terraces composing the Si!331" surface are in-
dicated. In !b" the !1!1" and !12!1" surface unit cell vectors a1,
a2 and A1, A2, respectively, are also drawn. The orientation of the
glide plane is indicated by a dashed line. In !b" the four different
types of adatom adsorption sites T4, H3, A3, and A3! are represented
by markers. In !d" the 2!12 possible adatom positions after intro-
duction of the two pentamers are shown.
TABLE I. Surface energies for unrelaxed bulk-truncated surfaces of various orientations. The numbers in
parenthesis give the number of surface atoms and dangling bonds per !1!1" unit cell, respectively.
Surface
orientation
Surface atom
density
!Å−2"
Dangling bond
density
!Å−2"
Estimated surface
energy
!meV /Å2"
Calculated surface
energy
!meV /Å2"
!111" 0.078!1" 0.078!1" 90.1 113.6a
!100" 0.068!1" 0.136!2" 155.9 149.2a
!113" 0.082!2" 0.123!3" 141.0 137.9b
!110" 0.096!2" 0.096!2" 110.3 127.6a
!331" 0.093!3" 0.093!3" 107.3 127.2c
aReference 14.
bReference 15.
cThis work.
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5. It is important to note that the bulk-truncated Si!331" sur-
face may be viewed as a highly stepped surface consisting of
small alternating Si!111" and Si!110" terraces #see Fig. 1!a"$.
This allows to anchor the pentamers on the Si!331" surface
in exactly the same local binding configuration as on the
Si!110" surface, where pentamers are also observed. Intro-
ducing two pentamers per unit cell as shown in Fig. 1!c" and
1!d" reduces the number of dangling bonds from 36 to 26
and lowers the surface energy #for the corresponding relaxed
model shown in Fig. 2!b"$ by 12.3 meV /Å2 with respect to
the unrelaxed bulk-truncated surface !see Table II". This
value is comparable with the reduction in 18.9 meV /Å2 ob-
tained when introducing four pentamers onto the
Si!110"-!16!2" surface #corresponding to the tetramer-
interstitial !TI" model in Ref. 13, note that in the TI model
the step is already included into the unit cell accounting for
1.0 meV /Å2 energy reduction$. However, the “pentamers
only” models for both, Si!331" and Si!110", are not stable
structures, since the relaxed bulk-truncated surface for both
surfaces possesses a lower surface energy. This is not sur-
prising, since the introduction of pentamers suggested by
STM images, leaves a lot of dangling bonds unsaturated. So
an additional building block is required to stabilize the struc-
tures containing pentamers.
C. Adatoms
In the ATI model for Si!110"-!16!2", the pentamer struc-
ture is stabilized by adatoms. Among the various elementary
structural building blocks observed in silicon surface recon-
structions !see Ref. 27 for a review", adatoms impose them-
selves also as the best choice for Si!331" to saturate some of
the remaining 26 dangling bonds for the following two rea-
sons: firstly, as mentioned before, the bulk-truncated Si!331"
surface may be viewed as being composed of small alternat-
ing !110" and !111" terraces. Since adatoms are observed on
both the Si!110" and the Si!111" surface, the Si!331" conse-
quently provides exactly the same local environment for ada-
b) pentamers only
γ=114.9
a) bulk-truncated
relaxed γ=110.9
d) H3 γ=112.8c) T4 γ=111.8
f) T4a γ=111.2e) A3 γ=112.7
h) T4c γ=110.2g) T4b γ=110.0
j) T4e γ=107.9i) T4d γ=110.3
FIG. 2. !Color online" !a" Top view of the relaxed bulk-
truncated Si!331"-!12!1" surface. !b" Top view of the relaxed
“pentamers only” model. !c"–!j" Various candidate adatom configu-
rations of the adatom-pentamer model. The surface energy # for
each model is given in units of meV /Å2.
FIG. 3. !Color online" STM image of the Si!331"-!12!1" sur-
face reconstruction with a single pentagon row marked by the ar-
row. Bias voltage 2.0 V, set-point current 0.06 nA, temperature 77
K, image size 35 nm!35 nm, and inset image size 6 nm
!5 nm.
TABLE II. Comparison between the surface energies of various
surface structures of Si!331" and Si!110".
Structure
Surface energy
!meV /Å2"
Si!331" Si!110"
Bulk-truncated 127.2a 127.6d
Bulk-truncated relaxed 110.9a 106.3c,d
Pentamers only 114.9a 108.7c,d
Adatoms and pentamers 107.9a 103.9c,d
Adatoms only 104.6a 101.4b
aThis work.
bReference 12.
cReference 13.
dReference 14.
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toms as on Si!110" and Si!111". Secondly adatoms allow to
explain the additional protrusions seen in STM images,
which can not be attributed to the pentamer atoms.5
An adatom requires three unsaturated surface atoms to be
attached to. On the !111" terraces of the Si!331" surface,
adatoms may occupy two possible sites indicated in Fig.
1!b". These geometries are distinguished as hollow !H3" and
atop !T4" sites depending on whether the substrate atoms
below the adatom are found in the fourth or second layer. In
H3 sites the adatom is threefold coordinated, in T4 sites the
adatom is approximately fourfold coordinated due to the sub-
strate atom directly below in the second layer.
On the !110" terraces of the Si!331" surface, we can also
distinguish between two different threefold coordinated ad-
sorption sites depending on their orientation labeled A3 and
A3! in Fig. 1!b". Note that on the bulk-truncated !110" surface
these two sites become equivalent due to the mirror symme-
try of the !110" surface along the #1¯10$ direction !not
shown".
Careful inspection of Fig. 1!d" shows that after introduc-
ing two pentamers per unit cell there are exactly 2!12 pos-
sible positions for placing adatoms, the factor 2 is due to the
glide plane symmetry along the #1¯1¯6$ direction #dashed line
in Fig. 1!d"$. Out of the 2!12 candidate adsorption sites, we
identify 2!3 T4 sites, 2!4 H3 sites, 2!3 A3 sites and 2
!2 A3! sites. This however does not imply that a maximum
of 24 adatoms can be placed on the surface. The reason for
this is as follows. After placing a first adatom on the surface,
some surrounding candidate sites can not be occupied by an
adatom anymore, since they shared the same dangling bond
with the now occupied site.
A first pair of adatoms must be placed between two suc-
cessive pentamers, in order to account for the clear protru-
sions seen in STM images.5 Due to the glide plane symmetry
adatoms must always occur in pairs. There are only three
candidate sites for this first adatom: a T4 site #Fig. 2!c"$, a H3
site #Fig. 2!d"$, and a A3 site #Fig. 2!e"$. Using first-
principles calculations we have tested these three possible
adatom configurations and found that the T4 site is the most
stable of the three !surface energies for each model are also
given in Fig. 2". This is not surprising, since T4 sites are
commonly favored over the H3 sites on !111" surfaces such
as in the Si!111"-!7!7" reconstruction and the
Ge!111"-c!2!8" reconstruction !see Ref. 27 for a review of
their structural models". In addition the T4 adatom position
reproduces best the protrusion observed by STM between
two successive pentagons.5
Consequently, in order to reduce the large number of po-
tential candidate adatom configurations to a computationally
manageable number of models, we have restricted our fur-
ther investigations to the subset of models containing the T4
adatom pair. In a second step we have investigated all pos-
sible remaining positions for a second pair of adatoms. There
are exactly five candidate configurations to be considered
#shown in Fig. 2!f"–2!j"$. Using first-principles calculations
we find that a A3 adatom position !configuration T4e" gives
the most stable configuration. The position of the A3 adatom
pair is also in agreement with light protrusions seen in STM
images.5 After placing this A3 adatom pair there is no more
candidate site left on which one could place an additional
adatom.
As discussed before, the introduction of two pentamers is
not sufficient to obtain a lower surface energy than for the
relaxed bulk-truncated surface. Inspection of Table II shows
that adding adatoms to the pentamers allows to sufficiently
lower the surface energy to render the reconstructed surface
more stable than the relaxed bulk-truncated surface, for both
the Si!331" and the Si!110" surfaces !reduction in surface
energy by 7.0 and 4.8 meV /Å2, respectively, with respect to
the “pentamers only” models".
D. Rest atoms
Introducing two T4 and two A3 adatoms per unit cell into
our structural model for the Si!331"-!12!1" reconstruction
further reduces the number of dangling bonds from 26 to 14
#10 of the 36 dangling bonds are saturated by the pentamers,
introducing 4 adatoms further eliminates 4!3 dangling
bonds !here we do not count the dangling bond carried by
each adatom"$. The remaining 14 surface atoms, which still
carry a dangling bond, are so called rest atoms #black atoms
in Fig. 2!j"$.
Rest atoms are common structural building blocks accom-
panying adatoms. The adatom model for the Ge!111"-c!2
!8" reconstruction is built from four adatoms and four rest
atoms. For this case, we have an ideal one-to-one correspon-
dence between adatoms and rest atoms. Each adatom deliv-
ers one electron from its dangling bond to fill the dangling
bond of the rest atom resulting in a further decrease in the
surface energy. In contrast, in the famous dimer-adatom-
stacking fault !DAS" model of the Si!111"-!7!7" recon-
struction, there are 12 adatoms, but only six rest atoms plus
the corner hole atom, which behaves similarly to a rest atom.
In this case, using a simple ionic picture, we have seven
electrons which are transferred from the adatoms into the rest
atom plus corner hole atom states, but five electrons remain
in the adatoms bands. For the ATI model of the
Si!110"-!16!2" reconstruction, there are eight adatoms and
12 rest atoms. So even when transferring the eight electrons
from the adatoms to the rest atoms, only a fraction of the rest
atoms may saturate their dangling bonds. Similarly in our
model, with four adatoms and 14 rest atoms, we expect some
remaining unsaturated rest atoms.
The unequal adatom:rest atom ratio between the ATI
model !8:12=0.67" of Si!110" and our model !4:14=0.29"
of Si!331" might on the first view explain why the ATI model
exhibits a slightly lower surface energy than our model !en-
ergy difference 4.0 meV /Å2, see Table II". Reinspection of
Table II however reveals that this energy difference between
Si!331" and Si!110", whose corresponding unrelaxed bulk-
truncated surfaces have almost the same energy !energy dif-
ference only 0.4 meV /Å2", is already present for the respec-
tive “pentamers only” models !energy difference between
“pentamers only” models 6.2 meV /Å2". It is also interesting
to note that the introduction of the adatoms leads to a larger
reduction of the surface energy for Si!331" !7.0 meV /Å2"
than for Si!110" !4.8 meV /Å2" with respect to the “pentam-
ers only” models.
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Introducing hypothetically an additional adatom pair into
our model for Si!331" would improve its adatom:rest atom
ratio from 4:14=0.29 to 6:8=0.75. The introduction of the
first pair of adatoms !T4" accounts for a reduction of
3.1 meV /Å2 of the surface energy. Adding a second pair of
adatoms !A3" to the first pair allowed to reduce the surface
energy by 3.9 meV /Å2. Following this tendency, by assum-
ing an energy gain of 3–4 meV /Å2 for the introduction of a
hypothetical third pair of adatoms into our model, suggests
that the surface energy of Si!331" comes to lie close to the
value determined for Si!110" by Stekolnikov et al.13 How-
ever, note that the rest atom geometry of T4e does not allow
the introduction of an additional adatom pair. When consid-
ering the subset of T4x models !with x=a-e", only configu-
rations T4a and T4b admit a pair of free adatom sites, result-
ing in configuration T4a+b, with a pair of H3 adatoms !as in
T4a" and a nearby pair of A3! adatoms !as in T4b" between
the double pentagon rows, besides the initial T4 adatom pair.
This configuration was discarded because only one adatom
pair is observed between the double pentagon rows in our
high-resolution STM images.5 In addition the calculated sur-
face energy of 111.4 meV /Å2 for the relaxed T4a+b con-
figuration is significantly larger than the surface energy for
the T4e configuration !107.9 meV /Å2". This excludes the
T4a+b configuration from the list of possible candidates.
Several more three adatom pair configurations are pos-
sible when studying H3x !8/7 possible two/three adatom pair
configurations" or A3x configurations !5/1 possible two/three
adatom pair configurations". Even more possibilities may ex-
ist when allowing the placement of the first adatom pair on a
different site. Here we focused on the family of T4x models,
whose selection was motivated and justified in section C.
However, before testing other potential configurations, fur-
ther experimental hints on the position of the adatoms from
complementary experimental techniques are necessary to as-
sist in the search for a possible lower-energy configuration.
E. Adatoms only configurations
When compared to the surface energies of reconstructions
on surfaces with other orientations listed in Table III, the
models for the Si!110"-!16!2" and the Si!331"-!12!1" re-
construction have surface energies which are of the order of
20 meV /Å2 higher than the surface energies for Si!111"-!7
!7", Si!100"-c!4!2", and Si!113"-!3!2". As it was al-
ready mentioned by Stekolnikov et al.13 in the context of the
ATI model for Si!110"-!16!2", a more complex reconstruc-
tion model cannot be excluded.
Until now we have limited our search for possible candi-
date structures to configurations containing two pentamers as
elementary structural building blocks, since these pentamers
are able to explain the pentagons experimentally observed in
STM images. In order to sample configurations without pen-
tagons, we performed calculations for various “adatoms
only” configurations, i.e., configurations without pentamers
containing only adatoms. Among the tested configuration, we
find two “adatoms only” configurations, equivalent to T4
!107.6 meV /Å2" and T4e !104.6 meV /Å2", but without
pentamers, which exhibit surface energies lower than the T4e
configuration containing the two experimentally observed
pentamers !107.9 meV /Å2". A similar situation is actually
also observed for the Si!110" surface. There a !3!1" “ada-
toms only” configuration !101.4 meV /Å2" !Ref. 12" is
found to have a surface energy lower than the full
Si!110"-!16!2" ATI model !103.9 meV /Å2". All these
“adatoms only” configurations are not able to explain the
pentagons observed in STM images !see Fig. 3" and are
therefore unphysical.
Several explanations are possible. Possibly the
Si!331"-!12!1" and Si!110"-!16!2" reconstructions do not
represent equilibrium surface phases. Stekolnikov et al.13 ar-
gue that kinetic barriers may play a role. A kinetic barrier is
known to exist between Si!111"-!2!1", obtained after
cleaving, which converts into Si!111"-!7!7" upon
annealing.29 However, the thermal preparation cycle em-
ployed to obtain the Si!331"-!12!1" surface !see Fig. 2 in
Ref. 1" does not support an explanation based on kinetic
barriers.
Furthermore surface doping could influence the relative
stability between the various structural configurations. Ex-
perimental studies so far have been carried out on p-type
Si!331" surfaces !mostly boron-doped". On the Si!111" sur-
face, boron atoms possess a tendency to segregate and accu-
mulate at the surface during high-temperature annealing.30
For prolonged annealing, boron atoms are even capable of
inducing a phase transition between the Si!111"-!7!7" and
a boron induced Si!111"-!'3!'3" reconstruction. In this
structure the boron atoms sit directly below T4 silicon
adatoms.31 The stability of this configuration is due to the
relief of subsurface strain by the short boron-silicon bonds
and the passivation of the surface obtained through charge
transfer from the silicon adatom to the substitutional boron
atom. Substitutional subsurface boron atoms could therefore
also be considered for passivation of at least some of the 14
rest atoms or the adatoms of the T4e model. However, ex-
periments on Si!111" samples with a similar doping level as
for the Si!331" samples used in our previous study,1,5 do
indicate that the effect of boron atoms at the surface is not of
relevance for the stability of the Si!331"-!12!1" reconstruc-
tion. In addition, we also observed alternating facets of
Si!331"-!12!1" and Si!111"-!7!7" on well-annealed
n-type phosphor-doped Si!553" samples, so that we can rule
out boron atoms for explaining the stability of the
Si!331"-!12!1" surface.
TABLE III. Surface energies for silicon surface
reconstructions.
Reconstruction
Surface energy
!meV /Å2"
Si!111"-!7!7" 84.9a
Si!100"-c!4!2" 88.0a
Si!113"-!3!2" 87.9b /87.4a
Si!110"-!16!2" 103.9a,c
Si!331"-!12!1" 107.9d
aReference 14.
bReference 28.
cReference 13.
dThis work.
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Lateral compressive strain has been shown to be able to
convert the Ge!111"-!2!8" “adatoms only” reconstruction
into a Ge!111"-!7!7" reconstruction with the same structure
as the Si!111"-!7!7" surface.32 Bechstedt et al.29 demon-
strated within DFT and the LDA that these two structures are
energetically degenerate. A possible indication that lateral
strain is present in the Si!331"-!12!1" reconstruction is the
occurrence of single rows of pentagons as shown by the ar-
row in the STM image in Fig. 3. This topological defect
possibly allows relaxation of the accumulated strain. We
have therefore performed a calculation in which not only the
atoms were allowed to relax but also the lateral lattice con-
stants of the slab. For T4e with and without pentagons we
obtain surface energies of 106.7 and 103.4 meV /Å2 respec-
tively. These values must be compared to the previous values
of 107.9 and 104.6 meV /Å2 obtained when only the atoms
are allowed to relax. For both configurations the energy re-
duction upon relaxation of the lateral lattice constants is
1.2 meV /Å2 and thus the relative stability of these two
structures is not modified.
Possibly model T4e we proposed for the Si!331"-!12
!1" reconstruction is still missing an important ingredient.
However, a possible yet unknown elementary structural
building block hidden between the pentamers has still not
been revealed by any experiment. Without further experi-
mental input, we can only speculate about its nature. As a
starting point for further improvement of our model, one
may reconsider the adatoms and rest atoms of model T4e.
The four adatoms of model T4e provide four electrons which
may be used to passivate four rest atoms. 10 unsaturated rest
atoms remain. Inspection of Fig. 2!j" reveals that model T4e
contains two rest atom chains with five rest atoms connected
to each other by one bond !within the dotted ellipses". These
chain segments have a certain resemblance with the Seiwatz
chains, an elementary structural building block for atomic
chains on the Si!111" surface. On Si!111", Seiwatz chains are
known to be stabilized by divalent adsorbates !see Ref. 33
for a review". However, based on the current experimental
data it is not clear if and how this building block could be
incorporated into our model.
Nevertheless, the advantage of our method for developing
a structural model for Si!331"-!12!1" consists here in inte-
grating elementary structural building blocks such as pen-
tamers and adatoms identified on the !110" and !111" silicon
surfaces27 onto the bulk-truncated Si!331" surface. The con-
sistency of the pentamer building block with all currently
available experimental data on Si!331"-!12!1", but also on
Si!110"-!16!2", represents further indirect evidence in fa-
vor of the two structural models. It should be noted that our
model for Si!331" is far from a simple extension of the
Si!110" surface to its vicinals. The pentagons on Si!110" !see
Fig. 6 in Ref. 27" are arranged in pairs pointing in opposite
directions, whereas on Si!331" pairs point in the same direc-
tion. Also the direction of the double pentagon rows appears
to be completely unrelated between the two surfaces. Using
pentamers and adatoms we succeeded in combining these
seemingly conflicting experimental observations in a coher-
ent picture. Since we also found an energetically more favor-
able “adatoms only” configuration which is in disagreement
with experimental STM images, further studies are neces-
sary.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Using first-principles density functional theory we studied
the stability of the structural model for the Si!331"-!12!1"
surface reconstruction, which we recently proposed. It con-
tains two silicon pentamers and a number of silicon adatoms.
We determined the energetically most favorable adatom con-
figuration among a variety of candidate structures. We find
that a configuration with a pair of T4 adatoms and a second
pair of A3 adatoms results in the lowest energy. We discussed
the implications of the rest atoms on the energy and com-
pared our model to other silicon surface reconstructions.
However, we also find that an “adatoms only” configuration
without pentamers but only a pair of T4 and A3 adatoms
results in a lower energy. Additional experimental input is
required to resolve this contradiction.
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